
FUTURE FUNK SQUAD - COMING AUG 2ND 2016!

Future Funk Squad Aka FFS. Aka Glen Nichols. A pioneer in our beloved
breakbeat culture and a staple in the electronic music industry for almost
two decades. This one-man wrecking crew of sound has not only produced
multiple critically acclaimed albums over the years, but has also won a
well-deserved Album of The Year award in 2015 for the fantastically crafted
and meticulously produced “Darker Days.” That success was quickly
followed up by a genuinely inspired remix album aptly titled “Darker
Nights.” A release that gave us every original from the award-winning album
remixed by the best the broken beat world has to offer, and a couple of
select rarities for a cherry on top. The combination of a celebrated and
groundbreaking original full-length album, followed by a heavyweight cast
of the who’s-who atop our breakbeat culture showing love to every track…
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Just proves that FFS continued not only to be innovative and true to the
breakbeat sound, but also a force respected by the top players in our
world-wide breakbeat community.
Without further ado… Future Funk Squad gives you another massive effort
and inspired release with “Rarities>Remixes>Remastered.” FFS dropping a
whopping 38-tracks that are either unreleased or vinyl-only gems that have
been painstakingly remastered by the one beat-scientist who is Future Funk
Squad, or FFS remixes of slammin’ tunes by other award-winning artists
and producers that we already know and love This addition to our arsenal of
quality breaks tunes has unlimited floor-stomping, head-bouncing potential
and gives you a virtual buffet of beats to gorge your breaks-hungry chops
upon. Explore this world of Future Funk Sqaud. A testament to dedication
and foresight, with the wisdom to smile upon our collective dance history
and embrace those pillars upon which our breakbeat culture stands. We
continue to evolve and grow as a breaks community, as we continue to
follow the beacons of our roots in pioneers like the one, the only… Future
Funk Squad.
Onward, to our Future!

Pre-Order/Preview Here!
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https://futurefunksquad.bandcamp.com/

